INTRODUCTION
A computational program for handwriting analysis and synthesis called" active analysis " is proposed. This active analysis would enable us to introduce a new method to automatic or mechanical graphoanalysis. The justice for the application of the idea of active recognition (Liberman, 1959 (Liberman, , 1962 Stevens, 1960) widely acknowledged by speech researchers to handwriting research has been discussed from various view points (Lindgren, 1965; Yasuhara, 1966) . The system for the mechanical graphoanalysis is considered to be associated with the active facilities that allow itself to generate handwritings if necessary. These ideas led the author to the proposal of the dynamic model of handwriting process. The handwriting analyzer is designed for the input device to this handwriting simulator as well as for the analyses of actual human handwriting movements. In the present paper, the details of the handwriting analyzer are described and then the optimal values of the parameters that appear in the proposed dynamic model of handwriting process are guessed experimentally. examples that is transferred to the computer, intending to represent the Japanese letter. uttered "ru". The pen point pressure is also shown in the figure by the printed numerics. Active analysis of handwriting signals will be performed by comparison of the given signal with the signal generated by the generating program of handwritingsimulated model of handwriting process. In the course of above comparing process, the parameters of handwriting signals such as timings of the occurrence of motor commands of writing movements would be extracted. These parameters would serve as the important distinctive features of the individual handwriting.
Cursive handwriting can be considered as a highly skilled process which is executed by means of a rapid sequence of motion. Such processes were studied as early as 1917 by Lashley. An important principle of the process is the principle of position feedback. No doubt this principle is used in guiding human movements to a certain extent, but it is well-known that it does not always hold for quick and well-practiced movements. Lashley concluded that an effector mechanism can be pre-set to discharge at a given intensity or for a given duration, independent of any sensory control. According to his opinions, this holds also for the initiation and timings of contraction of the different muscles in complex movements. He postulated some central nervous mechanisms which activated different muscles with predetermined intensity and duration in predetermined order. Thus, the proposal of the following two assumptions would be justified;
1) The effects of position feedback can be neglected for fast cursive handwriting,
2) The timings of muscle contraction control the topological shape of a pattern, independent of the magnitude of the applied forces.
Since the model needs to contain no feedback route by these assumptions, the motion activated between two neighbouring control signals from the central nervous system must be arranged only by the transmission characteristics of the hand itself.
Hand operating system, containing the muscle as an effector, can be described as the dynamic process expressed by the mechanical, electrical or mathematical model.
We propose a mathematical model of the dynamics of handwriting. Assuming the pen point pressure P(t) and the writing speed v to be time-invariant, the effective viscosities r s, ry are proved to be time invariant.
Here let us introduce further simplification by neglecting the stiffness term which is actually considered to be of less importance compared with the viscosity term. So the simplified model will be expressed by the following equations; X +r,X = F'x(t) e Y+r"Y = Fy(t).
As noted previously, the paired force functions Fx(t), F,,(t) are the most important information bearing elements. Especially the timings of transitions of these functions exactly determine the topological features of the pattern to be generated, while their magnitudes are only related to a proportional change in the size of the pattern.
THE OPTIMAL ESTIMATION OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS

Now
we must determine the values of behavior. Thus we executed the following experiment. Subjects were instructed to make their resting pencil point run to and fro on the table at t=0 with their preferred writing speed and pressure. The time variant coordinate samples generated by the handwriting analyzer were transferred to the computer at the sampling rate of 400Hz. If the muscular force is considered to build up exponentially at t =0, the following equations must be hold; X r = A(1-e-t/r), (A) (B) displacement and the estimated force function Fe(t) =X +18.6X for case A are plotted. First of all, the dips in X(t) at X(0) =0 (except at 1=0) directly suggest that the static friction force between the pencil and the table is rather effective, which shows the significance of writing pressure in human handwriting process. The initial behavior of the force function is quite different from those of the other parts because the static friction effect is more prominent, that is, the initial steep and rather high peak ofFe(t) shows fluently the fact that the initial force must be greater than the static friction force and therefore build up so quickly. The above-calculated optimal value r* is considered to correspond to this building up time. The transition time from one level to another can be estimated about 40 msec according to this data. This is quite a reasonable value compared with the other data obtained by physiological measurements (Bourne, 1960) .
In conclusion, The presented handwriting analyzer generates X, Y coordinates together with a writing pressure of a pencil point. Both techniques are well known, but only separately. The combination of these two functions using computer systems would be quite effective especially for psychological or medical diagnoses and experiments.
